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ABSTRACT
A tight non-linear relation between the X-ray and the optical-ultraviolet (UV) emission has been observed in Active Galactic Nuclei
(AGN) over a wide range of redshift and several orders of magnitude in luminosity, suggesting the existence of an ubiquitous physical
mechanism regulating the energy transfer between the accretion disc and the X-ray emitting corona. Recently, our group developed
a method to use this relation in the observational cosmology, turning quasars into standardizable candles. This work has the main
aim to investigate the potential evolution of this correction at high redshifts. We thus studied the LX − LUV relation for a sample of
quasars in the redshift range 4<z<7, adopting the selection criteria proposed in our previous work regarding their spectral properties.
The resulting sample consists of 53 Type 1 (unobscured) quasars, observed either with Chandra or XMM-Newton, for which we
performed a full spectral analysis, determining the rest-frame 2 keV flux density, as well as more general X-ray properties such as the
estimate of photon index, and the soft (0.5-2 keV) and hard (2-10 keV) unabsorbed luminosities. We find that the relation shows no
evidence for evolution with redshift. The intrinsic dispersion of the LX-LUV for a sample free of systematics/contaminants is of the
order of 0.22 dex, which is consistent with previous estimates from our group on quasars at lower redshift.
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1. Introduction
An observational non-linear relation between the UV and the X-
ray monochromatic luminosities in active galactic nuclei (AGN)
has been known for decades (LX ∝ LγUV, e.g. Avni & Tanan-
baum 1986). This relation shows a slope γ around 0.6 over sev-
eral orders of magnitude in luminosity and up to high redshifts
irrespective on the sample selection (e.g. X-ray or optically se-
lected samples, Vignali et al. 2003a; Strateva et al. 2005; Stef-
fen et al. 2006; Just et al. 2007; Lusso et al. 2010; Young et al.
2010), suggesting that a universal physical mechanism is driving
the non-linear dependence between the X-ray and UV emission.
These properties indicate that the physical mechanism responsi-
ble for the observed relation has to be universal. Indeed, these
sources are powered by the accretion of matter onto the cen-
tral supermassive black hole (SMBH), through an accretion disk
(Shakura & Sunyaev 1973), where the gravitational energy of
the in-falling material is efficiently transformed into UV radia-
tion. This is the so-called Big Blue Bump (BBB), which is the
major contribution to the Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) of
a quasar. The observed emission in the X-ray band (correspond-
ing to ∼ 1 − 10% of the total power, e.g. Lusso et al. 2012) is
due to inverse-Compton reprocessing of seed photons from the
disk, by a corona of hot electrons located in the vicinity of the
SMBH (e.g., Haardt & Maraschi 1993). In order to maintain a
stable emission, the hot coronal gas needs to be continuously re-
heated, but the physical process responsible for the steady energy
transfer from the disk to the corona is not yet well understood. A
fully consistent physical model able to predict the observed rela-
tion has yet to be found, despite some toy model have been pro-
posed (e.g., Haardt & Maraschi 1991; Haardt & Maraschi 1993;
Svensson & Zdziarski 1994; Di Matteo 1998; Merloni 2003;
Lusso & Risaliti 2017). A better understanding of the proper-
ties of the LX − LUV relation can provide stringent constraints
on the unknown physical process which stands behind it. Re-
cently, our group developed a technique that uses this non-linear
relation in observational cosmology, turning quasars into stan-
dardizable candles (Risaliti & Lusso 2015). Thanks to this tech-
nique, we can study the evolution of the universe in the redshift
range 2<z<7.5, which is poorly investigated by other cosmologi-
cal probes such as Type Ia supernove (z<1.4, Betoule et al. 2014)
and Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO at z∼2, Aubourg et al.
2015; du Mas des Bourboux et al. 2017), except for gamma-ray
burst (e.g., Ghirlanda et al. 2004). Since a potential evolution
of the relation with redshift could hamper the use of quasars as
cosmological tools, in this work we investigate the presence of
potential systematics of the LX − LUV relation at high redshifts,
using the largest quasar sample available in the redshift range
2<z<7 of finely selected objects, and taking advantages of the
method developed by our group in previous works. The paper
is organized as follows: in §2 we introduce the sample and the
selection criteria adopted, in §3 and in §4 we outline the proce-
dures performed in order to obtain the X-ray and UV flux esti-
mates, respectively; in §5 we present the properties of the sam-
ple; in §6 the analysis of the relation is presented, along with the
results, then in §7 the conclusions of this work are presented. The
luminosity distances were estimated assuming a concordance flat
ΛCDM model with the matter density parameter ΩM = 0.30, the
dark energy density parameter ΩΛ = 0.70 and the Hubble con-
stant H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 (Komatsu et al. 2009).
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2. Sample selection
In the last few years, our group proved that the LX − LUV re-
lation in quasars is actually tight (∼0.2 dex), once accurate se-
lection criteria are applied and systematic effects are properly
taken into account (e.g. non-simultaneity/variability of the obser-
vations, gas absorption, dust reddening, host galaxy contamina-
tion). In this paper, we selected a sample of high-redshift quasars
spectrally classified as Type 1 (i.e., unobscured) and possibly ob-
served with the same facility in order to maintain the sample as
homogeneous as possible and to avoid potential systematic ef-
fects, which could lead to a larger observed dispersion.
As discussed before, we are interested in the study of the rela-
tion at the highest redshift, so we considered the updated cata-
logue by Brandt et al.1, which consist of 158 quasars with red-
shift in the interval 3.96<z<7.08, detected in the X-rays. We
selected the 138 optically-selected quasars out of the original
158, which have been observed either with Chandra or XMM-
Newton. We then included SDSS J114816.7+525150.4 at z=6.43
and SDSS J010013.0+280225.9 at z=6.30, both observed with
XMM-Newton, from the catalogue of high redshift quasars by
Nanni et al. (2017). Given the 140 sources with at least an X-
ray observation, we searched for the UV coverage following this
approach: i) we cross matched our sample with the catalogue
by Shen et al. (2011), which provides the rest-frame 2500Å
flux density for 36 out of the 138 quasars in the redshift range
4.01<z<4.99; ii) we then cross matched the remaining 104 ob-
jects with the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) Data Release
7 (DR7; Abazajian et al. 2009) and Data Release 12 (DR12;
Pâris et al. 2017) catalogues, providing the optical/UV spectra
for 6 and 4 additional quasars, respectively, in the redshift range
5.0<z<5.4; iii) for sources with a redshift z>5.4, we searched in
the literature for their UV spectra, and we found data for 12 of
them, which have been observed with a number of different facil-
ities from the SDSS (the references for each source are provided
at the bottom of Table 1). Further discussion on the adopted rest-
frame 2500Å monochromatic flux estimates for each group of
sources is provided in §4.
The resulting sample consists of 58 quasars, in the redshift range
4.01<z<7.08, which benefit from a moderate-quality coverage
in both UV and X-ray bands.
We then applied to this sample a series of selection criteria
following the procedure presented by Lusso & Risaliti (2016).
Specifically, we chose unobscured optically-selected quasars,
classified as radio quiet sources (i.e. with radio-loudness param-
eter R = Fν,6cm / Fν,4400Å lower than 10, here 57/58), showing
no Broad Absorption Line features (identified as BAL in the lit-
erature, 4 in the sample).
Our final clean sample of high redshift objects is thus composed
by 53 objects spanning the redshift range 4.01<z<7.08. Taking
advantage of the spectral and spatial resolution of the X-ray ob-
servations from Chandra and XMM Newton, we performed a full
spectral analysis on the archival data of the quasars in the sam-
ple. We catalogued the X-ray properties (i.e. spectral index, rest
frame 2 keV monochromatic flux, rest-frame 0.5-2 keV and 2-
10 keV X-ray luminosities) for the sample in Table 1. The dis-
tribution of the 53 sources in terms of soft X-ray luminosity and
redshift is presented in Fig. 1.
1 http://personal.psu.edu/wnb3/papers/highz-xray-detected.txt
3. X-ray data
3.1. X-ray data reduction
Of the 53 quasars, 47 objects have been observed with Chan-
dra and 9 with XMM-Newton (ULAS J1120+0641, SDSS
J114816.7+525150.4 and SDSS 1030+0524 have been observed
with both). For each observation, we followed the standard data
reduction procedures (which depend on the telescope), obtaining
a background-subtracted spectrum in the ∼0.1-10 keV band. We
reprocessed Chandra data using the dedicated software CIAO
v. 4.9. For on-axis observations (i.e. with source off-axis angle
θ < 1’), we extracted the source and the background counts from
a circular radius of 2”, centred on the source optical position,
corresponding to 95% of the Encircled Energy Fraction (EEF)
at 1.5 keV. Counts from off-axis sources (θ > 1’) were selected
using 10" radius circular regions, corresponding to at least 90%
of the EEF. Background counts were extracted from contiguous
source-free circular regions, having ∼ 15′′ radii.
In the case of XMM EPIC data we performed a step by step pro-
cedure using the Science Analysis Software (SAS) v16. For each
observation, we filtered for time intervals of high-background.
In order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio, we merged the two
EPIC-MOS observations, while the pn observation was reduced
independently.
Source and background counts were extracted from a circular re-
gion centred at the optical position of QSOs with radius of 15"
for on-axis positions, corresponding to 70% of the EEF ad 1.5
keV, 30" for off-axis observations, equivalent to at least 40% of
EEF at 1.5 keV.
Background counts were extracted from contiguous source-free
circular regions, having ∼ 60′′ radii.
3.2. X-ray analysis
For the X-ray spectral analysis we used the software XSPEC v.
12.9 (Arnaud 1996). We assumed a cstat statistic (Poisson data)
for the majority of the spectra, and a χ2 statistic (Gaussian data)
in the case of XMM-Newton observations having a number of
counts >100. Galactic absorption is included in all the spectral
models, and the fluxes presented in Table 1 are corrected for this
effect.
The sample is a collection of unobscured (type-I) quasars; their
spectra are typically dominated by the continuum emission. Ad-
ditional features have been observed in the X-ray spectra of type-
I AGN: fluorescence emission lines from the neutral iron (e.g.,
the Fe Kα and Kβ lines at rest-frame 6.40 and 7.06 keV, respec-
tively), emission lines from the ionized iron (e.g., the Fe XXV
and XXVI at rest-frame 6.70 and 6.97 keV, respectively), and
a potential reflection component by the torus or the accretion
disk. The inclusion of model components either for the potential
emission lines or reflection hump (which has been found to be
weak in luminous type-I quasars at high redshift; e.g., Shemmer
et al. 2005) was not possible in the vast majority of the obser-
vations collected in this work due to the relatively low photon
counts statistics of the spectra. In the few observations with a rel-
atively higher statistics, we tried to include additional Gaussian
components among those discussed above, but they did not im-
prove significantly the quality of the fit and the parameters were
not constrained (considering the 90 per cent confidence level).
Therefore, the adopted model consists of a single power-law for
the primary emission, where the slope and the normalization are
free parameters. When the number of counts was not sufficient
to perform a full spectral analysis, we evaluated an upper-limit
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Fig. 1. Central panel: the distribution of the estimated rest-frame soft X-ray luminosity (0.5-2 keV) vs. redshift for the final sample, colour-coded
as follows: the cleaned sample of 22 sources with z<5.3 are in solid black; in dark greys we report those selected at z>5.3 (9 out of 53); the
remaining (22/53) in light grey are those not included in the analysis due to the selection criteria applied (e.g., X-ray flux upper limits, too steep
or flat X-ray spectral slope).
Upper panel and right panel: the redshift and soft X-ray luminosity distribution of the final quasar sample, respectively. The colour coding adopted
is the same used in the central panel except for hatched black filling instead of the solid one.
to flux density, freezing the power-law slope at Γ = 1.9, which
is the average value for unobscured quasars (e.g., Vignali et al.
2003b, Nanni et al. 2017). This occurred for 9 sources, properly
flagged in Table 1. For XMM-Newton observations we fitted to-
gether the EPIC-pn and the merged EPIC-MOS spectra, intro-
ducing a cross-calibration constant between the two datasets, in
order to account for the different camera responses. The values
obtained for this constant are fully consistent within 8% (e.g.,
Read et al. 2014). In the case of multiple observations from
the same telescope, we adopted the following approach: i) we
chose the observation with the longest exposure if the differ-
ence between two observations is significant (e.g. in the case of
PSS0133+0400 we chose the 64 ks observation instead of the 6
ks one). ii) Otherwise, we checked for any potential variability,
both in the slope and in the flux and, if the results from the fit-
ting procedures were consistent within the uncertainties, we fit-
ted jointly all the observations with the same model, with a free
cross-normalization constant for any potential minor variability
in the flux or calibration within different observations. If the
sources were observed with both Chandra and XMM-Newton,
we compared the two best fit models in order to test for X-ray
variability. We then considered the result from the model with
the longest exposure time or, in case of similar ones, we used the
best fit parameters from the model with the lowest χ2.
The fluxes have been estimated integrating the continuum emis-
sion over a given energy band (e.g., rest-frame 0.5-2keV). To
this purpose, we used the cflux convolution model in XSPEC,
which provides the integrated emission and the associated un-
certainty. Given the redshift of the sample (4<z<7), the soft
band (rest-frame 0.5-2 keV) has been marginally detected
by Chandra and XMM-Newton only for the sources with the
lowest redshift (z<5.5). Then, the soft band fluxes (and lumi-
nosities) have been estimated from the extrapolation of the
power law fitted to the hard band (rest-frame 2-10 keV) spec-
trum, assuming that it follows the same law. The rest-frame
2 keV flux density has been estimated dividing the flux of the
continuum emission over a narrow energy band (corresponding
to rest-frame 0.01 keV) centred on the rest-frame 2 keV by the
width of the energy band itself. In the case of sources with a
redshift for which the rest-frame 2 keV fell outside the observ-
able energy bands of Chandra and XMM-Newton, we estimated
the fluxes from the extrapolation of the power law modelling the
continuum emission in the rest-frame hard band.
Apart from one case that we will briefly discuss below, we did
not find evidence for significant X-ray variability. This is in
agreement with the results from recent works on the monitor-
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ing of samples of high-redshift quasars, which showed that these
objects appeared to be less variable in the X-rays with respect to
active nuclei in the local Universe (e.g., Shemmer et al. 2017).
The only source showing evidence for a strong X-ray variability
is SDSS 1030+0524, which has been the target of three different
observations over fifteen years. The recent 500ks monitoring by
Chandra, presented by Nanni et al. (2018), confirmed the source
properties obtained from the previous one (2002) with the same
telescope, but are in significant disagreement with those from
the 2003 XMM-Netwon observation. The observed variability,
affecting both the flux (up to a factor ∼ 2.5) and the spectral
shape, raises questions about the potential variability in quasars
observed when the Universe had less than 1 Gyr, when these
sources could still be going through the early stages of their evo-
lution. In this particular case, the low monitoring and the poor
counting statistics do not allow us to disentangle between differ-
ent scenarios, e.g., the variation in the obscuration level along the
line of sight (as observed in local AGN, e.g. Risaliti et al. 2007)
or variation in the accretion process onto the central supermas-
sive black hole. Further investigation on this issue are needed,
but they require long-term monitoring and higher statistics ob-
servations for these high-redshift sources.
Except for this particular case, there are no hints for any signif-
icant evolution in the X-ray properties of our properly selected
samples of quasars.
In Table 1 we present their X-ray properties, i.e. the spectral
slope and the estimates of the fluxes. We found results which
are in agreement, within the uncertainties, with literature works
on similar collection of high-redshift quasars (e.g., Nanni et al.
2017, Shemmer et al. 2017). We observe a mean spectral slope
Γ = 1.9 with a dispersion of ∼ 0.5, in agreement with the spec-
tral properties of quasars at similar and lower redshifts (1<z<5.5,
e.g. Shemmer et al. 2006, Just et al. 2007, Vignali et al. 2005).
4. Optical Data
The proxy of the UV luminosity is usually obtained from the
rest-frame 2500Å flux density. For a large part of the sources in
our sample (33 out of 53), which were included in the SDSS
DR7, we adopted the values compiled by Shen et al. (2011).
The authors provide the 2500Å flux density only for the sources
having a redshift z . 5, since there are no spectral windows
free of emission lines at higher redshift, where they can accu-
rately fit the continuum within the SDSS wavelength coverage
(3800-9200Å). In particular, the authors performed a spectral fit
on the available spectral windows (i.e., up to the observed-frame
9200Å) with a power law for the continuum emission and a tem-
plate including FeII and many emission lines (see Shen et al.
2011 for further details). Then, they extrapolate the rest-frame
2500Å flux density using the slope of the continuum obtained
from the fit.
For the remaining sources in our sample observed within the
SDSS DR7 (6/53), for which Shen et al. (2011) do not provide a
2500Å flux density measurement (i.e. z>5), or observed within
the SDSS DR12 (4/53), we obtain the monochromatic UV flux
assuming the continuum spectrum to be a power law S ∝ ν−α
with α=0.50 (e.g., Vanden Berk et al. 2001; Lusso et al. 2015).
We then use this slope to extrapolate the value at 2500Å, start-
ing from the median flux value in the rest-frame 1430-1470Å
waveband, the last (shortest wavelength) continuum window free
from emission lines and for which the Intergalactic Medium ab-
sorption is not relevant (Lusso et al. 2015). The reliability of this
method (i.e., the extrapolation of the flux density with a fixed
Fig. 2. Examples of spectra of three quasars with decreasing statistics,
from top to bottom. The best fit models (consisting of a power law mod-
ified by Galactic absorption) and the data are plotted in each of the up-
per panels, as a function of the observed-frame energies, in units of
keV. The residuals (data-model, in units of sigma) are shown in the
lower panels.
slope) is discussed in Appendix A.
In the case of quasar at redshift higher than 5.5, the SDSS wave-
length coverage is probing the far ultraviolet (i.e. λ < 1450Å
at the rest-frame), so we searched in the literature for any opti-
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cal/NIR observation from which we can estimate the rest-frame
2500Å flux density (10 sources out of 53 having z>5.5). Given
the number of different telescopes used to observe this set of
sources (references in Table 1), the UV flux estimates can be af-
fected by a larger dispersion due to potential cross-calibration
uncertainties among different cameras. In order to assess the po-
tential contribution of this effect on the shape of the LX-LUV re-
lation, in §6 we presented the results obtained with and without
the inclusion of this high-redshift subsample.
Since the catalogue published by Shen et al. (2011) does not list
any uncertainty on the UV flux density, we calculate the standard
deviation of the fluxes in the rest-frame 1430-1470Å waveband
on each of the available SDSS DR7 spectra. We assume this as
the uncertainty on the rest-frame 2500Å flux density. We adopt
this method also for the 10 sources from the SDSS DR7 (having
z>5, hence not included in the catalogue by Shen et al. 2011)
and DR12 for which we extrapolated the UV flux density with a
fixed slope. This method provides an average uncertainty of 22%
over the entire sample of 43 quasars observed within the SDSS
releases.
For the quasars at z>5.5, we do not have an estimate of the uncer-
tainty on the rest-frame 2500Å flux density. The optical spectra
we found in the literature for these objects (references in Table
1) have a comparable, if not higher, signal-to-noise ratio with
respect to SDSS. We thus considered a 22% uncertainty on the
rest-frame 2500Å flux density similarly to what we assumed for
the entire sample.
5. Quasar properties
The properties of the quasar of our sample are shown in Table 1,
where the content of each columns is:
Column 1: Source name.
Column 2: Right Ascension (RA) in the J2000 frame.
Column 3: Declination (DEC) in the J2000 frame.
Column 4: Archival source redshift.
Column 5: Rest frame 2500Å flux density, in unity of 10−28 erg
s−1 cm−2 Hz−1. Uncertainties are assumed being about the 22%
of the flux. See §4 for details.
Column 6: The rest-frame 0.5-2 keV luminosity in units of 1044
erg s−1.
Column 7: The rest-frame 2-10 keV luminosity in units of 1044
erg s−1.
Column 8: X-ray spectral photon index, evaluated through the
fitting procedure (see §3).
Column 9: Rest frame 2 keV flux density, in unity of 10−32 erg
s−1 cm−2 Hz−1. See §3 for details.
Column 10: Reduced χ2 of the X-ray spectral fit procedure.
Column 11: Number of degrees of freedom in the X-ray spectral
fit, i.e. the number of spectral bins minus the number of the free
parameters (which are 2 for non-upper limit estimates, i.e. the
power-law slope and normalization).
Column 12: Exposure time of the X-ray observation in units of
ks.
Column 13: Telescope used for this observation: C for Chandra,
X for XMM-Newton.
6. The L2keV-L2500Å relation
The non-linear relation between the X-rays (LX) and UV (LUV)
luminosities can be parametrized as
log(LX) = β + γ log(LUV), (1)
where β is a normalization constant and γ is the observed slope.
Expressing the luminosities in terms of fluxes and distances, i.e.
L = F 4 pi D2L, we obtain:
log(FX) = β + γ log(FUV) − (γ − 1) log(4piD2L) (2)
where FX, FUV and DL are the X-ray and UV flux densities,
and the luminosity distance, respectively. In order to perform the
analysis of the relation, we considered the following likelihood
function:
pi(FX|FX,est) =
∏
i
1√
2pis2i
exp
− (FX − FX,est)2
2s2i
 , (3)
where FX is the rest-frame 2 keV flux estimated as described
in §3, while FX,est is the one estimated using Eq. 2 for a given
UV flux, and s2i = σ
2
UV,i + σ
2
X,i + δ
2
intr, where δintr is the intrinsic
dispersion, σUV,i and σX,i are the uncertainties on the UV and
X-ray fluxes, respectively. To perform the fitting procedure, we
used the Python package emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013),
which is an implementation of the Goodman & Weare’s Affine
Invariant Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) Ensemble sam-
pler.
6.1. Results
In order to follow the approach developed by our group in pre-
vious works, we further cleaned the sample on the basis of the
X-ray properties and tested the effects of these cuts on the shape
of the LX-LUV relation. We excluded the sources for which the
rest-frame 2 keV flux estimate was an upper limit (9 out of 53
objects), and the quasars showing a too steep or flat X-ray spec-
tra. Regarding the latter criterion, we excluded the 13 quasars
showing an X-ray spectral slope which differs significantly from
the peak values of the distribution of photon index for bright,
unobscured quasars, i.e. ΓX=1.9-2.0 (e.g., Bianchi et al. 2009).
The peculiar slope could suggest either intrinsic obscuration (i.e.
ΓX < 1.5, which is rare to observe as intrinsic photon index) or
an extreme object (i.e. ΓX > 2.8). These criteria were applied in
order to avoid the presence of possible contaminants (e.g., ab-
sorbed quasars) and to maintain the sample as homogeneous as
possible.
The results of the analysis of the LX-LUV relation on the cleaned
sample, consisting of 31 sources with redshift 4.01<z<7.08, are:
γ = 0.53+0.11−0.11, β = 27.46
+0.05
−0.05 and δintr = 0.20
+0.04
−0.04 dex. These
results are fully consistent with the observed slope in other lit-
erature works at various redshifts (e.g., Vagnetti et al. 2013,
Vagnetti et al. 2010, Lusso & Risaliti 2016 and Nanni et al.
2017) and with samples selected upon different criteria. As said
in §4, the rest-frame 2500Å flux density for objects having red-
shifts z>5.5 have been obtained from different telescopes, and
that could be a further source of dispersion due to potential
cross-normalization uncertainties within different facilities. In
this regard, we excluded SDSS 0231-0728, that has been ob-
served within the SDSS DR12, but due to the combination of
its redshift (z = 5.41) and the limited coverage of the SDSS z
band (which covers up to ∼ 9200Å), has an unreliable estimate
of the optical flux. Due to the limited SDSS coverage for quasars
at redshift higher than about 5, we decided to perform the whole
analysis by excluding these sources (9 objects), leading to a sub-
sample of 22 quasars covering the range 4.01<z<5.3. The results
of the analysis, considering this subsample, are: γ = 0.55+0.14−0.14,
β = 27.43+0.05−0.05 and δintr = 0.19
+0.05
−0.05 dex. Since the results are
fully consistent with those obtained with the sample extending
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up to the highest redshift, we can conclude that the potential dis-
persion introduced by including optical flux estimates from dif-
ferent instruments is negligible with respect to others (the large
uncertainties affecting the X-ray fluxes, for instance). It is im-
portant to note that the intrinsic dispersion obtained using both
the cleaned sample with and without the cut at redshift z=5.3, is
consistent with that found in similarly cleaned quasar samples at
lower redshift (e.g., Lusso & Risaliti 2016) and lower with re-
spect to what previously reported in literature (e.g., Lusso et al.
2010; Young et al. 2010). This supports the hypothesis that the
real intrinsic dispersion can be reduced once an accurate source
selection has been applied and the sample has been made as ho-
mogeneous as possible.
Then, we tested the effects of the inclusion of different subsam-
ples on the slope on the LX-LUV relation. First, we extended the
sample to the sources with a flatter/steeper X-ray photon index,
where the former class are those that can be affected by intrinsic
obscuration, which have been observed in a significant fraction
of quasars optically classified as unobscured (e.g., Merloni et al.
2014). Including the sources having 1.3<ΓX<2.8, the observed
slopes are: γ = 0.55+0.15−0.15 for the quasars with z<5.3 (28/53)
and γ = 0.51+0.12−0.12 without any cut in redshift (38/53), respec-
tively. In both cases, the intrinsic dispersion increases (0.22 and
0.23 respectively) with respect to the analysis performed on the
cleaned sample. Similarly, including in the cleaned sample the
quasars for which we can estimate at most an upper limit to the
X-ray flux density, we get γ = 0.62+0.15−0.15 and δintr∼0.19 for 31
sources with a redshift cut at z=5.3. Then, considering the 41
quasars covering the entire redshift range 4.01<z<7.08, we get
γ = 0.58+0.12−0.12 and δintr∼0.23. We can conclude that the inclusion
of these two subsamples does not affect significantly the shape
of the LX-LUV relation, but only the intrinsic dispersion, which
increases. This result is in agreement with those obtained from
our group in the previous works on quasar samples at lower red-
shift, i.e. stricter selection criteria lead to a smaller dispersion
due to the exclusion of potential contaminants.
The results of the analysis of the LX-LUV relation, performed on
the cleaned sample of 31 sources (4.01<z<7.08), are presented
in the left panel of Fig. 3. In the right panel, the same sources are
plotted in the log(LX) − log(LUV) plane, along with a sample of
similarly selected quasars at lower redshift (∼ 750 objects), pre-
sented by Lusso & Risaliti 2016: the high-redshift quasars here
appear to follow the same relation as those at lower redshift.
7. Summary & Conclusions
We presented the results from our study of the non-linear LX −
LUV relation using a sample of 53 high-redshift (4<z<7.08) un-
obscured quasars. The observed relation between the X-ray and
the UV luminosities indicates the presence of an unknown phys-
ical mechanism that links the emission from the accretion disk
with that one from the X-ray emitting corona. The study of this
relation, that has been observed over several orders of magni-
tude in luminosities and up to high-redshift, can provide hints on
the nature of this mechanism, placing constraints on the energy
generation and transfer in the accretion disk and the surrounding
environment in AGN. The main contribution of this work stands
in the use of a carefully selected quasars sample in the highest
possible redshift range, the X-ray spectral properties of which
have been determined through a full spectral analysis, presented
in Table 1 and in Fig. B.1 in Appendix B. The main results ob-
tained in this work are:
– The observed X-ray spectral properties are consistent with
those at lower redshift, e.g., a mean spectral slope ΓX = 1.9±
0.5.
– For the analysis of the relation, we considered only 31
sources, excluding X-ray upper limits, sources with too
steep/too flat spectra. We observed a dependence (γ =
0.53+0.11−0.11) which is consistent with that observed at lower red-
shift (γ ∼ 0.6), hence no evolution with the cosmic time has
been found.
– The intrinsic dispersion (δintr = 0.20+0.04−0.04 dex), appears to
be lower than in archival works. This is due to the adopted
selection criteria, reducing some of the potential systematic
effects induced by contaminants, and to the accurate flux es-
timates, as found in a previous work from our group (Lusso
& Risaliti 2016).
– Releasing any of the selection criteria (e.g., including the
sources with too steep/too flat spectra) lead to a larger in-
trinsic dispersion.
Our study further supports a non-evolution of the relation be-
tween the X-ray and UV luminosities with redshift, suggesting
a universal mechanism linking the emission from the hot corona
to the one from the accretion disk. Moreover, the non-linearity
of the relation provides a new, powerful way to estimate the ab-
solute luminosity, turning quasars into a new class of standard
candles that can provide an important contribution in the deter-
mination of the cosmological parameters, in particular probing
its evolution and expansion in a redshift range that can not be
explored using other known observational methods. Indeed, the
preliminary results of the work presented here have been already
used in a Hubble diagram of quasars, recently published by our
group. As shown in recent works from our group (e.g., Risaliti &
Lusso 2019, Lusso et al. 2019), cosmological investigation with
quasars can be pursued even now.
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Appendix A: The extrapolation of the 2500Å flux density
Here we present the procedure adopted to choose the best method to infer the rest-frame 2500Å flux density for the sources being
with the SDSS (DR7 or DR12) but not included in the catalogue by Shen et al. (2011). Given the redshift of the sources in this
sample, the rest-frame 2500Å is outside of the spectral coverage, both for the SDSS DR7 and the DR12. We compared the following
methods to extrapolate it: 1) from the 1450Å flux density, using a fixed slope S ν ∝ ν−α with α = 0.5 (see Vanden Berk et al. 2001),
2) the same using a slope α = 0.79 (see Vignali et al. 2001) and 3) the fit to the source spectrum, in order to use the continuum
slope extrapolate the 2500Å flux. To verify whether the 2500Å flux density values obtained with these methods are reliable, we
performed the following test: we selected 30 luminous quasars at redshift z=2, fulfilling the selection criteria applied to the main
sample, i.e. unobscured (type I) optically-selected quasars, classified as radio quiet sources, and showing no BAL features. For
these sources the rest-frame 2500Å flux density falls well within the SDSS spectral coverage, and we can give a reliable measure of
this quantity with a procedure similar to the one performed by Shen et al. (2011) (i.e. continuum, FeII and emission lines spectral
fitting). We then assumed the redshift of the source to be higher than the true one, i.e. we rest-framed the spectrum and "cut" it at
the highest observable wavelength accordingly to the assumed redshift and the SDSS wavelength coverage, perform the fit again
and extrapolate the flux density at 2500Å. We carried out this analysis for several values of redshift (z=3, 4, 4.2, 4.4, 4.6, 4.8, 5.0,
5.2) and then compared the extrapolated 2500Å flux with the true value. This comparison is shown in Fig. A.1. The extrapolated
2500Å flux densities are in good agreement with the true ones. The extrapolation using the constant slope α = 0.50 turns out to be
more accurate than other methods at redshift higher z>4.4 (on the basis of the observed dispersion). We adopted the extrapolation
of the flux density with the constant slope α = 0.50 also for the sources not covered with an SDSS observation, but for which data
from other facilities were available in the literature.
We also checked the consistency of the UV flux density estimates by Shen et al. (2011) with the one obtained with the extrapolation
with a fixed slope α=0.5 (i.e. the first method described above) from the SDSS DR7 spectra for the 33 sources. We found that the
two different estimates are fully consistent within the uncertainty (assumed of 22%) for almost the entire sample. Only a couple of
sources showed a significant discrepancy (larger than 2σ): this can be caused by many reasons, e.g. a wrong fit from the automatic
procedure by Shen et al. (2011) or, equivalently, a significant discrepancy between the assumed slope in the extrapolation (i.e.,
α=0.5) and the intrinsic continuum slope of this particular sources. However, we tested whether the inclusion or not of these sources
could affect the best fit parameters of the LX − LUV relation and we found that they are not statistically significant (i.e. we found
fully consistent results in the two cases); then we included them in the sample.
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Fig. A.1. Results of the simulations used to choose between different procedures to estimate the 2500Å flux densities on 30 luminous quasars at
z '2. We compared the flux density observed values with those obtained with each one of the three methods described in the appendix. From the
top left panel: the rest-frame 2500Å flux estimated assuming redshift 4.2, 4.4, 4.6, 4.8, 5.0, 5.2 (y-axis), versus the one estimated from the full
spectrum (x-axis). The last two panels represent the comparison between the true rest-frame 2500Å flux from the spectra, and the one estimated
from an extrapolation with a fixed power law, having the slope equal to 0.5 (Vanden Berk et al. 2001) and 0.79 (Vignali et al. 2001), respectively.
The normalization have been assumed in the 1430 − 1470Å spectral range.
Appendix B: The X-ray spectral analysis
Here we present the X-ray spectra for 41 sources in the sample for which we perform the spectral fit (i.e., the sources for which we
can only estimate an upper limit to the X-ray fluxes are not included), with the exclusion of the 3 spectra presented in §3.2. The
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sources are listed with increasing redshift. The spectra, binned to a 90% significance level for presentation purposes, are presented
in the top panel along with the best fit model (Galactic absorption and a power law), while the bottom panel shows the residuals,
data-model, in units of sigma. The observed-frame energies, in units of keV, are represented in the x-axes.
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Fig. B.1. The best fit models and data for 41 sources are presented in the upper panels of the following plots. Single epoch Chandra data are
represented with black crossed points, while the best fit model is the black line. In case of multiple Chandra data, we chose the more representative
observation (e.g., the longest one, or the one for which we have the best fit model with the lowest χ2do f ). In case of single epoch XMM-Newton
data, PN data are in black, merged MOS in red. Multiple XMM-Newton observations have PN and merged MOS in different colours
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